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Pamphlets, Prints and Tracts for What Ails You (Part 1)



Welcome to the second of a series of occasional lists of material from my varied stock.  PART 2 of 
E-LIST 2 will follow shortly, with many items on patent medicine, public health, tuberculosis, sex, 
and sleepwalking.

In the upcoming months I plan on issuing several such lists, comprised on an average of 20-50 items, 
on a range of topics or themes: medicine, international expositions, trade catalogues, photography 
albums, sheet music, transportation, broadsides, ephemeral collections, Italian pamphlets, political 
propaganda, advertising, satire, and cinema.  

Usually at this time of year I would be in Europe—and the fruits of recent past scouting there will be 
evident in this lists.  So this forced confinement, as it were, encourages me to put forth material that 
I have been acquiring.  I welcome inquires or wish lists from collectors and institutions. 

Thank you for your time and attention.      

Marc Selvaggio

May 2020.

Marc Selvaggio
Books & Ephemera ABAA

2551 Hilgard Ave.         510-548-8009          510-684-0628
Berkeley, CA  94709      U.S.A.       dsbooks@comcast.net 

E-List 2: Health and Medicine, Part 1



ORDER INFORMATION:  

CONDITION:  Unless otherwise noted, an item is in the original as-issued binding and in what is 
generally accepted as very good condition.  I try to identify any major defects, but I don’t dwell on 
what I consider normal wear [e.g., slightly rubbed corner].

TERMS OF SALE:  Any item is fully returnable for any reason within seven (7) days of receipt. 

HOW TO ORDER:  All items are subject to prior sale.   I suggest a speedy placement of your order.  
I recommend email as the most expedient way to reach me, although you may also leave a message 
on my landline [510-548-8009].  

I AM FLEXIBLE ON ORDERING, SHIPPING, AND PAYMENT.  Please let me know if you 
wish me to hold any item, or items, until you are open again, or to accommodate changes in your bud-
get.  I will ship and bill to your needs and requirements.  I am happy to place any item(s) on reserve 
for as long as necessary.

PAYMENT:  Institutional customers will be billed according to their needs, situation, or wishes.  
Payment may be made by check, wire transfer (into either my US or French bank account), or Paypal.  
Discounts to the trade are offered on a reciprocal basis. All prices are in U.S. dollars.

SHIPPING:  All shipping within the United States is FREE, when shipped via first-class or Priority 
mail.  Other options, at the buyer’s discretion, will be billed at cost.  Shipments outside of the U.S. will 
be at cost.  As mentioned, I will invoice and shipped according to your wishes.



Two Contrary Positions on French Children & Alcohol

1. [Alcoholism]   Dieulafé, Léon.   Le Vin dans l’Alimentation de l’Enfant. 
Paris: Librairie J. B. Baillière et Fils, [1933?] 19.5 cm. 12pp. Center fold line, toning.   
                45.

¶  Separate printing of an article also published in Paris Medical (Oct. 14, 1933 issue) in which Dieu-
lafé presents the counterintuitive argument that by serving wine with meals to children while they 
are in their infancy will strengthen their digestion and inure them to alcoholism by not associating 
alcohol with pleasure and excess.  Numerous works by this prolific pamphleteer are noted on OCLC, 
but not this. 

2. [Alcoholism]   L’Office de Propaganda Générale.   Donner-
iez-Vous a Votre Enfant Ce Biberon?  Paris: Office de propagande 
générale; (Levallois-Perret : Seine : Société industrielle d’imprimerie), 1943.  
15.5 cm.  [16]pp including pictorial wrappers.  Illustrations throughout by 
Hervé Baille.           65.

¶  The Commissioner General of the Vichy government asks, “Would you give your child 

a bottle filled with poison?”  Because alcohol is poison (especially black-market alcohol).  
For the health of the children, the family, and the Vichy Republic, don’t drink.  This book-
let, with its otherwise interesting illustrations, is representative of Marshall Petain and the 
Vichy government’s obsession with Family, created as a ruse to distract the French during 
the German Occupation.  OCLC notes one holding (BNF).  



Medicine in the Service of the [Fascist] State

3.  [Almanac Medical] Almanacco del Medico Sanitario e Farmaceuti-
co. 1937-XV.  Genova: Edizioni Marsano, [1936].  21 cm.  475pp + [4]pp index 
+ 12ff with calendars [plus each a cartoon and a specific drug ad].  Original color 
pictorial wrappers.  Small hole at bottom edge for first 30pp, not in text.  Expect-
ed wear on spine edges, some rubbing of cover.                 300.

¶  Rare annual of medicine in Fascist-ruled Italy, with much direct and subtle mention of the 
Duce and the State... e.g., essay on the recent military developments in Ethiopia.... as well as 
coverage of diseases (e.g., malaria), specific topics (e.g., clinics, thermal springs, maternal ca-
reer, the banana), cartoons, medical poetry, and obituaries.  OCLC notes a No. 1 published the 
previous year in Milano, now held at the National Library in Rome (only issue noted).  

The Doctor is Not Presently at Home

4.  Anonymous.   Medical. [Embroidered fabric window sign.]  [No place, 
no date, ca. 1915-1944?]  30 x 15.5 cm.  Metal bracket across the top edge, with 
small loop for hanging.  With one very small hole in the fabric, otherwise very 
good.      125.
¶  An unusual format for a “blue star service flag”—an emblem hung in a window to signify that 
this is home of a soldier—or in this case, a doctor—serving in the armed forces.   This small pro-
fessionally manufactured silk-embroidered sign features the word “Medical” placed above an 
embroidered banner that has a blue star in its middle; below that is an embroidered caduceus.  



Selecting Sane Military Pilots

5. [Aviation]   Gradenigo, Giuseppe and Agostino Gemelli.   I testi per 
la scelta del personale militare navigante dell’aria.  [Roma: Tipografia 
Nazionale Bertero, 1918?]  24 cm.  18, [2]pp.  Self-wrappers, or possibly lacking 
wrappers?  Text complete.         65.
¶  A brief review of the various psychological and physiological requirements aviators for the 
Italian forces were required to meet in order to become combat pilots, with an overview of the 
available published.  The authors were both medical military officers.  OCLC locates one copy 
in a psychology library in France. 

6. [Blind]   American Red Cross.   Braille Transcribing.  Braille. Grade 
One and Grade One and a Half. A Manual for Workers.  [Washington, D. C.: 
The American National Red Cross, 1942.]  23 cm.  62, [2]pp + decorative wrappers 
using a creative design with regular and Braille alphabets.  Laid in are two copies of a 
one-page list of “Braille Transcribing Equipment”, dated Jan. 1942.  Ownership mark-
ings to title page.       85.

¶  A handbook on braille that “covers not only the technique of the system but also the many details 
necessary in the preparation of a braille book before it can become part of a library collection.”  OCLC 
cites one entry for this issue, but without a stated location.   



7. [Blind]   Comitato Fiorentino per l’Assitenza ai Ciechi di Guerra.   
Relazioni e Rendiconto.  Anno 1932.  [Florence: Pieri, 1933?]  Folio (31 cm).  
27pp + printed wrappers.         65.

¶  The work of this local committee (org. 1916) was to provide assistance to those veterans who 
had become blind in World War I.  Not located in OCLC.

8. [Blind]   Comitato Fiorentino per l’Assitenza ai Ciechi di Guerra.   
Relazioni e Rendiconto.  Anno 1933.  [Florence: Pieri, 1934?]  Folio (31 cm).  
27pp + printed wrappers.  Not located in OCLC.       65.

9. [Blind]   Desdevises du Dezert, G[eorges].   Pour la Maison de 
Rééducation des Aveugles de la Guerre a. Montferrand.  [Clermont-Fer-
rand: G. Mont- Louis, 1916.]  18 cm.  23, [1]pp + wrappers.  Inscribed by the au-
thor on the title page.         50.
¶  Booklet detailing the rehabilitation at Montferrand of French soldiers blinded during World 
War I.  OCLC notes four holdings in France plus the New York Public Library. 



10.  [Catalogue]   Burroughs Wellcome & Cie. Premiers Équipe-
ments Médicaux.  [London? Burroughs Wellcome & Cie, ca. 1910.]  17 
cm.  24pp + wrappers + two [2]pp laid- in product advertisements.  Eight 
color illustrations and numerous b&w illustrations in text.  Short split of 
wrapper on spine.     45.
¶  Catalogue of medical equipment and products, including some purportedly used by 
famous explorers and President Roosevelt. OCLC notes one holding: PARIS-UP BIU 
Sante Pharmacie. 

11. [Catalogue]   Dowie, James.   Elastic Boots and Shoes, Whole-
sale, Retail and for Exportation, and Contractor for Army, Navy, 
and Police Supplies.  [London: Maurice, 1843.]  12mo.  16pp + printed 
pictorial wrappers, removed from a volume, but wrappers intact.       100.

¶  Catalogue from a London shoe-and-boot-maker, with pages 3-12 reprinting Dowie’s 
1839 lecture (published in the Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, No. 52), “Obser-
vations on Boots and Shoes, with reference to the Structure and Action of the Human 
Foot,” with seven text figures.  Other pages devoted to reprinting enthusiastic testimonials.  
OCLC cites a few printed items relating to Dowie and his footwear, but not this piece.



12. [Catalogue]   Englander Spring Bed Co.   Englander Beds.  For 
Hospitals and Institutions.  Catalog No. 31. Hospital Beds • Institu-
tion Beds • Nurses’ Beds • Cots • Cribs • Bassinets • Mattresses • Pillows.   
[Brooklyn et al, ca. 1930.]  30 cm.  40 pp.  Original wrappers. Unobtrusive 
old stain to upper margin [not in text].      200.

¶  Trade catalogue offering a full line of institutional beds, illustrated with various half 

tones, plus every page has a small vignette view of an American hospital where Englander 
beds were in use.  Includes a line of bassinets and cribs.  As my colleague at Bolerium 
Books exclaims: “If you can’t sleep with an Englander, sleep on one.”  OCLC only notes 
the 32-page Cat. 30 at the Hagley. 

13. [Catalogue]   F.ill Gho.   Cofani Mortuari.  Specialitá Cofani Mortuari di Lusso e Comuni.  
[Alessandria-Cristo: Dogana, ca. 192-.]  Oblong 8vo.  35ff + cloth-backed pictorial wrappers; cover with fox spot-
ting, small tear on rear wrapper, interior good.                  75.

¶  A selection of the firm’s specialty: locally manufactured coffins.  
This booklet shows 30+ “deluxe and common” models, with brief 
descriptions of material used, fancy carved details shown, etc.  Lith-
ographed product views printed on rectos, with each facing verso 
reproducing the firm’s pictorial letterhead logo featuring a view of 
the establishment in this Piedmontese town.   The company was 
founded in 1922 as a coffin maker, but it evolved into a general 
undertaking and mortuary service, etc., which it remains today in 
Covid-19 ravaged northern Italy.  Not located in OCLC.



14. [Catalogue]   Kratz, Ernst.   Instruments pour les Oreilles.   Frankfort sur le 
Mein, 1903.   Small 4to (27 cm).   21pp + wrappers.  Two-page price list laid in.  Prof. illus-
trated.                 45.
¶  Firm’s line of delicate instruments for use in examining of, or care for, the ears.  Kratz also manufac-
tured such instruments for optical care and decided here to apply the same equipment design and man-
ufacturing expertise to other organs.  Not located in OCLC.

15. [Catalogue]   Pigeon, E.   Fabrique Spéciale d’Extraits Pharmaceutiques 
Pastilles.  Prix-Courant.   Melun, 1894.  21 cm.  20pp + wrappers.      45.
¶  Priced catalogue of wholesale manufacturer’s broad line of flavor extracts and tinctures, including 
alcoholic-based ones [e.g. absinthe].  Not located in OCLC.

16. [Catalogue]   Pittsburgh Orthopedic Co.   Orthopedic Appliances.  
Pittsburgh & New York: Republic Bank Note Co., 1916.  27.5 cm.  36pp + decorative 
wrappers with textured tissue outer wrap + string-cord bind-
ing.                                                                                                 200.

¶  Elaborate illustrated catalogue from a local firm manufacturing “Artifi-
cial Limbs [and] All kinds of Orthopedical Appliances, Trusses, Support-
ers, Elastic Hosiery, Shoulder Braces, Crutches, Etc., Etc.”  The compa-
ny’s specialty, named after its president, was the “Wireback Extension… 
a practical appliance for people afflicted with one short limb.”  Timing of 
the publication of prescient.  Not located in OCLC.



17. [Catalogue]   Sigismund, Carlo.   Prezzo Corrente Illustrato degli 
Articoli per l’Igiene domestica.   Milano, 1901.  Large 8vo (23.5 cm).  56pp 
+ two chromolithographed plates (on heavy stock) + pictorial wrappers.    
              125.
¶  Trade catalogue that opens with 16 pages on the firm’s offering of bathtubs, showers (or 
combinations thereof), tubs—with two lovely chromo plates of tub models—followed by a il-
lustration selection of water heaters, sinks, bowls, bidets, chair latrines, a variety of decorative 
toilet-paper holders, and brushes—then morphing into a selection of sporting goods and prod-
ucts for the kitchen (e.g., gelatin molds), including iceboxes.  Not located in OCLC.

18. [Catalogue]   Società Ceramica Richard-Ginori.   Tariffa di Oggetti in 
Porcellana per uso di Laboratori Chemici, Farmacie, ecc. e per Fotografia.  
Milano, 1902.  32pp + double-sided chromolithographed plate + printed wrappers.  Vi-
gnette illustrations throughout.                   65.
¶  The color plate depicts four different styles of porcelain containers to be used in a pharmacy or in a 
laboratory, while the verso shows ten different styles of labels that one could purchase for identifying 
contents (e.g., “solfato du potassa”).  Not located in OCLC.

19.  [Children’s Health]   Courtault, A[uguste].   De la Protection des Enfants 
du Premier Age. Réformes et améliorations proposées. Contribution a la Revision 
de la Loi Roussel. Paris: Librairie J.-B. Ballière et Fils, 1894.  24.5 cm.  140pp.  Half-vel-
lum boards with ribbon bookmark sewn in.            45.
¶  Work on protecting the health of children in France, with proposed reforms. OCLC notes five US 
holdings.  



20. [Children’s Health]   Phosphatine Faliéres.   Album de la Phosphatine 
Faliéres.  Livraison A1.  Paris: Phosphatine Faliéres, 1904.  Oblong 4to (31 cm).  
[20]pp + stiff pictorial wrappers in art-nouveau design by Popineau.  Profusely illus-
trated, with decorations by Popineau Madeleine Lemaire, and F. Oger.       100.
¶ An elaborate record of this company’s advertising campaign for its fortified breakfast food, a 
campaign that unrelentlessly paraded out images of healthy infants and children.  This volume 
presents montages of many of the celebrated children who scarfed down the stuff with regularity, 
including a grandson of Victor Hugo, the son of H. Prel (director of the Vaudeville), or the daugh-
ter of Paul Viardot, violinist.  Even in some cases a group of kids from Marie Laurent’s Orphlinat 
des Arts.  Cover title: Les Enfants de la Phosphatine.  Another (different) volume was published in 
1905.  OCLC notes a copy at Delaware + three European institutions.

21. [Children’s Health]   Estalissements Sarlat.   L’Hygiène, Le 
Confort, La Santé de Bébé. Mouche Bébé Sarlat. Arles: N.p., 1949.  
31 x 24 cm.  Color illustrated store placard/ display sign (with cardboard 
stand attached on verso), advertising a vaporizer to help sniffling children.  
The instrument is noted as being the simplest, the most solid, and the 
cheapest.  Illustration signed by “Jubo”.  Fine.    65. 



22. [Children’s Health]   Scuola Asilo Comunale per I Bambini Tracomatosi/ Instituto Oftalmico in 
Trastevere del Dottor Alfonso Neuschüler.   [Certificate]  Roma: P. Casettlet, 190-. Illustrated lithograph 
print from an association of two Rome-based institutions that treated childhood eye diseases.      45.
¶  The print features various emblematic vignettes— such as the depiction of Science 
and Medicine as women—and with a center vignette of a feminine depiction of Vi-
sion.  This diploma was presented to Signor Valente Vittori, Feb. 21, 1909, for com-
pletion of the course on eye care and diseases for children.  Fold marks, with a few 
old repairs made on version.

23.  [Children’s Health]   Syndicat National des Editeurs Publicitaires.   
Appeal Des Nations Unies en Faveur de l’Enfance. Paris: [n. p.,] 1948.  
TWO different color illustrated posters (each 19 x 30 cm), created by two dif-
ferent French illustrators (Michal Hove and Vecou), each print with some small 
tears in the corners from removal for some (glued-on) surface.             150.
¶  Souvenirs of a UN campaign created to provide aid during the wide-spread hunger and 
food crisis in Europe after World War II.  Neither poster located in OCLC. 



24. [Cholera]   L’Assiette au Beurre.   U’La L’Cholera.  Paris: Oct. 10, 
1908.  31 cm.  [16]pp including color pictorial wrappers.  Very small tear at 
top edge.           45.
¶  Single issue (No. 393) of this weekly satiric magazine, here focused on the cholera epi-
demic in Russia and claims that the Tzar and his military were planning on infecting the 
West.  The epidemic had erupted that year in some small towns but did not receive official 
attention until it reached St. Peterburg, where the death rate reached 33% of those infect-
ed.  All of the color plates in this issue (except for the rear) were done by Georges d’Ostoya 
(Joszy Soszynsji Ostoja, 1878-1937) who drew the front cover as well as the five captioned 
interior color pages, including the bold double-page center [the other full-page illustra-
tions were done by five other artists].  As d’Ostoya saw it, the Russians first response to the 
epidemic was to organize Orthodox prayer processions; the second was to have pogroms 
on the Jewish population. 

25. [Cholera]   Berselli, G.   Il Cholera in Padova nel 1873.  Relazione del 
medico municipale…  letta nella seduta pubblica 8 febbraro 1874 della R. Acca-
demia di scienze, lettere ed arti in Pandova e pubblicata a cura del Municipio.  
Padova: Tipografia Comunale della Minera, 1874.  Large 8vo (25 cm).  64pp + orig-
inal green printed wrappers, with spine reinforced.  Many tables herein.      100.
¶  The epidemic of 1873 was less severe than previous ones—for example, 346 cases here while 
the epidemic of 1835-36 affected 1,282 persons.  Following on his writing about the 1867 epi-
demic, Berselli devotes a good portion of this report (pages 24-45) to double-page tables on the 
346 local citizens of Padua and the surrounding area who were affected by the cholera in 1873… 
noting, for example, whether they were cared for at home or in the Lazzaretto, whether they re-
covered or died, and other relevant information (e.g., age, profession, district). 



26. [Cholera]   Gerloni, G[iovanni] B.   Il Colera Portato all’intelligenza del popolo.  Seconda 
edizione riveduta ed aumentata dall’autore.  Estratto dall’Alto Adige, Maggio 1886.  Trento: Scotoni e 
Vitti, [1886].  60pp.  OCLC notes nine [?] holdings, all in Italy—but that entry appears to refer to the text 
reprinted in another work about cholera.             50.

27.  [Dental]   Klein, Ernest.   Eduardo Farreras, Agent Depositario Exclu-
sive Para España de la Casa Ernest Klein, de Mannheim, Fabricante de 
Toda Clase de Instrumentos y Fornituras Dentales. Muebles Asépticos de 
todas clases para Dentistas y Médicos.  Barcelona, [1931].  24 cm.  65pp + print-
ed wrappers.  LAID IN is a separate 21pp Price List.          85.
¶  Profusely illustrated trade catalogue of a wide range of dental instruments (and furniture) manu-
factured in Germany and here offered to the Spanish market by a Barcelona agent of the German firm.  
However, the text throughout is presented in four languages: German, English, French, and Spanish. 

A Good Fascist Has Good Teeth

28.  [Dental]   Moriani, Dott. G[iuseppe].   Conosci I Tuoi Denti. Genova: 
[Barabino & Graeve, ca. 1940].  23 cm.  46 + (2)pp illustrated sheet on perforation stubs 
[intact] + color illustrated boards.  Color vignette illustrations throughout by the paint-
er, VS. Nicouline.  Signed inscription by Moriani on the free front end-paper.     125.
¶  A Fascist approach to juvenile dental care—in fact, the child (and parent) is warned that good teeth 
are important if one wished to become a soldier, sailor or pilot for Italy.  Straight teeth are like uni-
formed sailors standing at attention!  The last sheet, with a diagram of the month (and with a key to 
the teeth) was intended to be used in an examination, with the sheet then removed for medical re-
cords.  OCLC locates one holding of this Genova-published edition (Museo Storico), although there are 
also copies at the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale (Firenze) and the Biblioteca del Ministero della Salute 
(Roma).  There is another issue, printed and published in Rome in 1939, and issued in wrappers—of 
which there are copies at the Terni (IT) town library (Biblioteca Comune) and at UCLA’s Biomedical 
Library.



Pre-Trumpian Atlantic City Scam

29. [Dental Fraud]   Wrigley Pharmaceutical Co.   Spearmint Anti-Fermative Tooth Paste.  The Last Test 
of Stockholder Sincerity Note Action Taken by Board of Directors.  Atlantic City: June 13, 1932.  3pp printed form 
letter (rectos only) on Company stationery; with fold creases.                 65.

30. [Dissentery]   Ministero dell’Interno Direzione Generale della Sanitá Pubblica.   
Istruzioni Popolari per la Difesa Individuale Contro la Dissenteria.  Rome: Elze-
viriana di Adelaide ved. Pateras, 1907.  8vo.  11pp.  Original wrappers, a little spotted.      
                  45.
¶  Succinct advice, with highlighted condensed points printed in the margin.  OCLC locates one holding (Padova).

¶  Record of a investment scam for a 
product whose motto was simply: “Has 
a Character.”  Although small type at the 
top of p.1 announces, “No connection 
with any firm, corporation or other indi-
vidual of similar name,” the scammers 
were cashing in on the famous name 
of chewing-gum (and baseball) fame, 
Wrigley— even choosing “Spearmint” 
as its cable address!  The real W.W. 
Wrigley Company came down hard and 
charged these Atlantic City [!] conmen 
with perpetuating a fraud.  Although the 
real W.W. Wrigley died in January of 
1932, nevertheless this June letter is signed with a facsimile stamp 
of his real signature.  In the appeal here to suckers who had already 
bought stock, the Management, in pure Trumpian mode, blames 

the stockholders for the lack of sales.  “It 
was understood that the company could 
depend upon its large army of stockholders 
to consume a huge quantity of tooth paste 
themselves and influence the sale of a con-
siderable amount thru the efforts of their 
personal advertising.  The amount of tooth 
paste sold as a consequence of stockholder 
co-operation, instead of running into hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars, is literally 
almost NIL.”  But that was now old news.  
The Company had just bought the Weldo-
na Tablet Company, and it now demanded 
stockholders to push those pills.  “Now!  

Every single stockholder is absolutely expected to send $5.00 for 
this package.”  The tone of bluster and bullying is truly Presidential.



Medical Exposition in the Art-Deco Year

31.  [Exposition]   Exposition Française des Arts et Sciences Appliqués a 
la Medicine, la Chirurgie, La Pharmacie et l’Hygiène Sanitaire. Cata-
logue Officiel. Paris: Chaix, 1925. 22 cm. 253pp + colophon + 12 inserted plates + 
illus. wrappers.         150.
¶  Fine record of an interesting specialized exposition held just a few weeks before the opening 
of the larger Arts et Decoratifs Exposition (which opened on April 25th).  This far-ranging medi-
cal exposition was held on the grounds of the military hospital at Val-de-Grâce, with sections on 
expected topics (e.g., related to anatomy or surgery) but also exhibitions on public hygiene, hy-
drotherapy and mineral springs, electro-medicine, medical aviation (use of airplanes in providing 
medical care), public clinics, etc.  Long introductory essay as well as briefer pieces opening each 
class of the exhibition.  OCLC locates eight holdings in Europe, and two in the US (Nat. Lib. Of 
Medicine, NY Academy of Med.).  

“Chickenfeed in times of war”

32.  [Food] La Direcció General d’Agricultura. L’Alimentació de L’Avi-
ram en Temps de Guerra. Barcelona: La Direcció General d’Agricultura, 1937.  
20.5 cm.  31pp + pictorial wrappers [photo montage of a chicken with chicks, with 
a background drawing of soldiers marching past some people].        75.
¶  Government booklet for farmers and other people [e.g., urban dwellers] raising chickens 
during the Spanish Civil War when food, for people and poultry, was scarce and heavily ra-
tioned.  The Director General proffers a number of novel suggestions on the kinds of food that 
could be fed to chicken, including feed composed of olive pulp and orange pulp.  The Depart-
ment presents recipes for producing these various substitutes as well as tables on nutritional 
benefits they provide.  An army marches on a stomach filled con pollo.  Not located in OCLC. 



33.  [Health]   American Gymnastic Union.   Diploma of Honor. [No 
place or date, 1920s].  Color illustrated single-sided broadside (40 x 30 cm) 
with gold-foil seal, complete in manuscript, from a contest in the Pacific Dis-
trict (San Francisco) on June 21, 1924.  Union’s motto: “Sound Mind, Sound 
Body.”              45. 

34. [Herbal]   Roze, M.L.   La Menthe Poivrée.  Sa Culture en France, Ses Produits, 
Falsifications de l’Essence, et Moyens de les Reconnaitre.   Paris: Bailliere et Fils, 1868.  
46, (1)pp.  Original wrappers, expert paper repair made to joints.          100.

¶  First separate printing of a tract on peppermint (and mint water), originally prepared for a report 
on the 1867 Paris Exposition.  As noted herein, peppermint was used in perfumes and baking as well as 
a medicine for “internal ailments.”  OCLC only notes two Internet versions (from British Library and 
French Natl. Library).

35. [HIV/AIDS]   [Poster]   Cortada, Xavier.   Reaching out…. 
Because no one is untouched by AIDS.  [Washington DC: Syn-
ergy Project/ U.S. Agency for International Development, 2000.]   60 
x 43 cm.  Single-sided color poster.      60.
¶  Colorful yet somber printing of Cortada’s “colloborative mural” that he created 
“conveying HIV/AIDS prevention messages from students at Wilson High School 
in Washington, D.C.”—the mural itself encompassed replicas of the student’s 
writings.  Strong graphic, in the style reminiscent of the Mexican muralists, from 
this Miami-based artist whose exceptional work for decades has focused on social 
and environmental issues.



36. [Hospital]   [Bénédictine]   Le Grand, Marcel. La Bénédictine 
Pendant la Grande Guerre de 1914. [Cover title].  Hopital Aux-
iliaire No. 34 installé dans la partie artistique des Etablisse-
ments de la Bénédictine, à Fécamp. [Inside title.]  [Fécamp: Societe 
Française de Secours aux Blessés Militaires, 1919?]  23 cm.  [20]ff printed 
recto only + ribbon-bound wrappers.  Number 
1032 of 2000 copies (as noted on engraved pre-
sentation mounted in the inside front cover].  Il-
lustrated from photographs on nearly every leaf, 
each image captioned.                                        150.
¶  Commemorative booklet for WWI auxiliary hospital 
No. 34, housed in the La Bénédictine liqueur factory.  The 
booklet features excellent photographs of staff, patients, 
the facilities, etc.  Not located in OCLC. 

37. [Hospital]   Candela.   Nuovo Sanatorio Candela, Palermo.  
[Palermo?: Andrea Brangi, ca. 1900.]  Oblong 8vo.  40pp + wrappers.  
Prof. illustrated.             85.
¶  Brief introduction and explanation of this Sanitarium’s goal (e.g., treatment of tu-
berculosis, but especially gynecology and obstetrics) and five pages of rules, followed 
by 30 pages (pp.11-40) of captioned half-tones showing staff and facilities, such as 
various operating rooms and wards.  Not located in OCLC.



38. [Hospital]   Citizens’ Volunteer Hospital Association.   
History and Annual Reports… With list of Officers and 
Contributions.  Philadelphia: Burk & McFetridge, 1889. 40pp 
+ patterned wrappers, old stains on cover.  With a frontispiece 
woodcut view of the Hospital from the street.                                  
   75.
¶  Report on a local hospital that was created to care for Union soldiers 
during the American Civil War, and was in operation from Sept. 5, 1862 to 
August 11, 1865, reprinting the three Annual Reports as well as descriptive 
lists of articles donated as well as cash donations.  OCLC notes five holdings.

39.  [Hospital]   Seabright Sanitarium.  Large 
original mounted photograph showing the entrance 
of this Santa Cruz establishment, with a doctor and 
three nurses awaiting in front [and on a pole the ad-
monishment, “Do not tie [horse] to this [telephone] 
pole.”  Photo measures 20 x 15 cm, mounted on a 
commercial mount of 30 x 25 cm.  No photographer, 
imprint, nor date; circa 1910.  Noted on back, in pen-
cil, “Edith Place, Matron”; the American Hospital 
Digest and Directory of 1926 noted that Ms. Place 
was the Superintendent of this private, 17-bed care 
center.                                                                           150. 



40.  [Hospital]   Zurkinden, Irène.   L’Hospice de la Salpêtrière. 10 Des-
sins originaux d’Irène Zurkinden.  [Paris]: Editions Sandoz, n.d. [1939?].  
32 cm.  Ten plates of reproduction of Zurkinden drawings of scenes around this 
ancient hospital complex, located in the 13th arrondissements, each with an extra 
captioned tissue guard; laid in a color-illustrated folder, and then further laid into 
a printed folder, with an additional advertising sheet from Les Laboratoires San-
doz (addressed to the Docteur) plus a printed letter (on Sandoz letterhead) dated 
November 1941, stating that although this album was printed before the War, “cir-
constances” [aka, the German Occupation] postponed its presentation until this 
moment.  The cover letter further explains that the company had corrected the 
supply problems caused by the war... lack of glass for vials, paper material, raw 
materials... but it was getting production back on stream, and was also presenting 
some new products—especially a timely opiatated sedative!         100.
¶   Zurkinden (1909-1987) was a Swiss painter who studied and lived for some years in Paris, but 
left the city at the beginning of the War.  OCLC notes holdings at the Nat. Library of Medicine 
and Univ. of Ottawa; Lille has a copy which it dates as “1950”, but perhaps it lack the clearly ad-
ditional dated material found in my set.

41.  [Hospital-- Aerial]   Photographic Department, 
Post Field, Fort Sill, Okla.   Hospital Ship. [caption ti-
tle.]  [Fort Sill: Photographic Dept., 1918?]  16 x 20.5 cm.  B&w 
photograph of a man laying in a plane that has medical sym-
bols painting on its fuselage; with penciled caption and official 
stamps to verso.  Evidence on the verso of removal from an 
album.   ¶ An uncommon image of an early medical plane, pos-
sibly one used by the military, given the location at Fort Sill.   
                                                                                               100. 



42.  [Hospital, Mobile]   American Car and Foundry Co.   In route on Army Hos-
pital Car [caption].  Single-sheet letterhead (26.5 cm) with small illustration of car in red, 
and the stated caption, with note on the bottom: A Description of this hospital car is on the 
other side.  And indeed it is: in fact, an illustrated descriptive broadside with a large cut-
away captioned illustration of said car (which could hold “36 Soldier Patients”).            45. 

43. [Humor]   L’Assiette au Beurre.   Les Médecins, No, 51.  Paris: l’Assiette au 
Beurre, [March 22] 1902.  32 cm.  24pp including wrappers.  Color or black-and-white 
illustrations by Abe Faivre on every page.  PLUS:  L’Assiette au Beurre.   Les Phar-
maciens. No. 107. 18 Avril 1903. Paris: l’Assiette au Beurre, 1903. 32 cm. 16pp including 
wrappers. Color or black-and-white illustrations by Galanis on every page.                        75.
¶  Two separate single-topic issues [No. 51 and No 107, respectfully] of the most famous satirical magazine 
of its period, the first lampooning doctors (and their patients), the second poking fun at pharmacists. 

44.  [Humor]    Bonnefon Robert, ed.    Mr. Purgon. Lyon et al: Société de Pub-
licité et d’Editions, 1944. 27 cm. [24]pp including pictorial covers.  Prof. illus with car-
toons.            45.
¶  Rare humor magazine published exclusively for the “corps medical” which received its censor visa 
(from the German occupation forces) a few months before the Liberation of Paris (and just a week 
before the Invasion of Normandy).  Jokes, cartoons and anecdotes, with ads for drugs throughout.  
Obscure references to the War in places... a pregnant woman visiting a doctor, saying “So you really 
believe that I can’t make one [a baby] without a man?” or a butcher’s back room made to look like an 
operating room (with a pig on the table).  Title comes from a character in Moliere’s “The Imaginary 
Invalid.”  Not located in OCLC.



45.  [Humor]   [Koltchak, Alexander] Axel.   A collection of 30 
original pen-and-ink cartoons (mostly captioned in French) by a 
Paris-based cartoonist, but who also lived for a period in the United 
States (e.g., Evanston, IL and San Francisco).  On original cardboard, 
mostly circa 13 x 10 inches.        250.
¶  Includes 10 cartoons on the theme of psychiatrists and 20 covering other top-
ics, mostly relating to hospital care. Axel’s work occasionally appeared in Paris 
newspapers (e.g., Journal des Dimanche), ca. 1970-early 1990s. 

Original Art by Anti-Fascist Doctor

46.  [Illustration]   Francesconi, Guglielmo Lippi.   Untitled scene in a doctor’s consulting office.  [Lucca, 
Italy, 1929.]  40 x 27 cm, original watercolor; on verso is a penciled sketch of another comic scene.       300.
¶  Scene depicting a doctor, in the pre-Me-Too period, receiv-
ing a beautiful lady patient.  Signed in the lower right by Fran-
cesconi, (1898 - 1944).  ¶ Shortly after his graduation from the 
medical school at the Univ. of Pisa in 1926, Francesconi began 
his medical career, first becoming the deputy director of the 
Nozzano psychiatric clinic, where he met and became close 
friends with the prominent painter, Lorenzo Viani.  In 1938 he 
was appointed head physician in the Maggiano asylum, where 
a few years later the still-young doctor (and writer) Mario To-
bino arrived.  After a roundup of persons in 1944 who were 
not sympathetic to the German occupation, he was murdered 
by the Germans.  In addition to medicine Francesconi had a 
passion for painting.  He was the winner of the first competi-
tion for the Viareggio Carnival poster in 1925.



47. [Insurance]   American Medical Assoc.   The Voluntary Way is the American 
Way.  50 Questions You Want Answered on Compulsory Health Insurance ver-
sus Health… The American Way.  Chicago, ca. 1949.  22.5 cm.  Thin 8vo (22.5 cm).  [16]
pp including color self-wrappers.            65.
¶  In this cynical and smarmy Q&A, the AMA rolls out the usual nonsense about a public health system… It’s 
State Socialism! Supported by the President, Unions, and Communists.  It’s a Hoax!  “In America, we don’t 
like Compulsion! We don’t life Regimentation!  In America, we like Liberty!  Compulsory Health Insurance 
isn’t just a threat to health; it is a threat to freedom!”  Or at least to profitability.  OCLC notes two holdings of 
this first issue (Hagley, Wisconsin Historical).  In 1950, the AMA republished this piece, providing only 40 
questions and answers!

48.  [Malaria]   Allione, Carlo; Crecchi, Dott. Paolo (translator).   
Trattato della Miliare. Sua origine progresso. Essenza e Cura. 
Livorno: G. Antonelli, 1852.  22 cm.  Two volumes [fascicoli]. 1-132pp + orig-
inal wrappers; 133-216pp + original wrappers.  Fascicles 1 and 2, complete.  
Fascicle 2 has a little loss to the wrappers and is partially split spine.      200.
¶  Detailed treatise on the origins and treatment of malaria, translated from Allione’s Lat-
in edition, with commentary and new observations by Dr. Guglielmo Pensa.  OCLC notes 
two holdings—Bologna and Siena, although Trento also has Vol. 1 only. 



49. [Malaria]   Badaloni, N. and Baccelli, G.   La Lotta Contro La Malaria.  Dis-
corsi pronunciati alla Camera dei Deputati.  Rome: Tipografia della Camera dei Deputati, 
1910.  8vo.  44pp.  Original wrappers.  Signed by Badaloni.         50.
¶  Two politicians present a running dialogue on the topic placed before the Italian parliament, with fre-
quent interjections from the audience [e.g., Bravo! Bene!]  OCLC notes a different work by Badaloni on this 
topic, also in 1910.

50.  [Malaria]   Lanzi, Matteo and Guglielmo Terrigi.   La Malaria ed il Clima 
di Roma. Osservazioni ed Esperienze. Roma: Coi Tipi della Tipografia Romana, 
1877.  22 cm.  61, [3]pp; 61, [5]pp.  Short split to foot of spine.               75.
¶  Two-part discourse on malaria in Rome, by two doctors.  OCLC cites one location in a German library, 
but with an incorrect pagination.

51. [Measles]   Ollivier, Docteur G.   Notions Médicals sur la Rougeole, mises 
a la porte´de tous.  Charlons-sur-Marne: Le Roy, 1879.  32pp + soiled wrappers.    
            125.

¶  After a measles epidemic in 1878 and 1879, a local doctor here presents a synopsis of what was then 
known about the disease—its pathology, symptoms, abnormalities, and treatment.  OCLC only noted this 
paper-issue plus an “open access” version at the French Nat. Library.


